1. Joseph's Birth and Early Life:
   • Around 1915 BCE: Joseph is born to Jacob and Rachel.
   • Joseph grows up in Canaan with his eleven brothers, including his full brother Benjamin.

2. Joseph's Dreams and Betrayal:
   • Around 1899 BCE: Joseph has dreams of his brothers bowing down to him.
   • Out of jealousy, Joseph's brothers conspire against him.
   • Joseph is sold by his brothers into slavery to a group of Ishmaelite traders.

3. Joseph in Egypt:
   • Around 1898 BCE: Joseph is sold to Potiphar, an officer of Pharaoh in Egypt.
   • Joseph rises to a position of authority in Potiphar's house but is later falsely accused by Potiphar's wife and imprisoned.

4. Joseph's Interpretation of Dreams:
   • Around 1895 BCE: Joseph interprets the dreams of Pharaoh's cupbearer and baker while in prison.
   • Joseph accurately interprets Pharaoh's dreams of the seven years of abundance and the seven years of famine.

5. Joseph's Rise to Power:
   • Around 1895 BCE: Joseph is summoned from prison to interpret Pharaoh's dreams.
   • Pharaoh appoints Joseph as the second-in-command in Egypt, responsible for managing the grain during the years of abundance.

6. Reunion with Joseph's Brothers:
   • Around 1888 BCE: Joseph's brothers travel to Egypt seeking food during the famine.
   • Joseph recognizes his brothers but conceals his identity at first.
   • After testing his brothers, Joseph reveals himself, forgives them, and reunites with his family.

7. Joseph's Family Settles in Egypt:
   • Joseph is reunited with his father, Jacob, and the rest of his family.
   • The family settles in the land of Goshen, where Joseph provides for them during the remaining years of the famine.

8. Joseph's Later Life and Death:
   • Joseph lives in Egypt with his family for many years, witnessing the growth and prosperity of the Israelites.
   • Joseph dies at the age of 110, and his body is embalmed and placed in a coffin in Egypt.

This timeline represents a general overview of the key events in Joseph's life as described in the book of Genesis.